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Abstract
Learning storytelling is beneficial for children’s
development. Various tools have been proposed to
expand the set of materials children can use to
compose their stories. However, most previous
research focuses on enhancing the visual aspect of
storytelling and underexplores the acoustic elements
needed for children’s stories. In this paper, Olegoru1, a
sound composition tool in the form of magic gloves and
soul stones, is proposed to augment children’s
storytelling when using physical objects. Children can
create contextual and regional sound effects as well as
event-based acoustics through speech, non-verbal and
gestural interaction, and could potentially enable
children to create more immersive story-worlds. To
investigate the technical feasibility of such tool, a
preliminary prototype was built that accepts a limited
number of vocalized sound effects and vocabulary.
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Figure 1: Children could interact with Olegoru via speech,
non-verbal voice and gesture to compose sound effects for
their stories.
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1

Olegoru is a play on the word “Oregoru”, which means music
boxes in Japanese, and the word LEGO.
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Introduction

Encouraging imaginative storytelling is beneficial for
children’s development––much research has
demonstrated that the everyday social and physical
dynamics of interaction with the world can be learned
via storytelling, as well as aspects of living such as
creativity, communication and motor skills. Therefore,
one particular challenge for the Human-Computer
Interaction researcher is to design tools that further
expand the set of physical and virtual materials
available for storytelling, thus allowing children to
compose more complex, immersive and realistic stories
while at the same time making the interface intuitive.
There are many digital storytelling tools [5, 10] that
allow children to create stories with a high degree of
freedom and more immersive environments. However,
these digital tools distance children from the physical
worlds and the physical objects they’ve already
engaged with. They require children to adapt to the
limited control afforded by devices such as computer
mice and touch-pads for creating their stories and
underutilize children’s powerful motor and
communication skills––their hands and voices. This
limitation forces children to spend more time learning
the control tools before they can engage in storytelling.
In addition, research has demonstrated the potential
benefits for children of using tangible materials for
learning [3, 4]. For example, physical objects can
support collaboration and allow children to manipulate
objects in parallel easily.
To better enrich children’s storytelling in the physical
world, many researchers have developed physical
interactive toys that augment the capabilities of
physical objects such as [2, 6, 7, 8, 12]. For example,
Lego Mindstorm [9] is a set of programmable Lego
blocks that enables children to create the behaviors of
physical objects. Children can thus make robotic
animals that walk and respond to human commands in
their stories. Storyrooms and Magic Wand [7], on the
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other hand, allow children to assign simple if-then rules
for computer-augmented soft toys, such as blinking a
stuffed star whenever it is touched. Although these
tools have enhanced the interactivity of physical
worlds, they focus more on augmenting the visual
aspect of storytelling. The acoustic aspect, however, is
underexplored in these projects. For instance, there is
still no easy mechanism for children to compose the
sound of the sea, a cannon, sword fighting and storms
that are needed for their pirate stories.
Some researchers have explored sound composition
tools for children (e.g., SoundBlock & SoundScratch
[3]) and there have been a few commercial products
available (e.g., LEGO SoundBrick and Sound Lab [15])
that allow children to manipulate sound effects easily
using physical objects. However, these products either
focus more on instrumental sound effects, or provide a
very limited set of short sound effects. They are still far
from the complexity of soundscapes such as those
discussed by Schafer and Westerkamp [11, 14]. In
addition to the introduction of rich natural and historical
soundscapes, Schafer argues that the awareness of our
sound environment is important as it pervades
everything we do. As an outcome of this thinking, a
series of curricula were developed by Schafer and
others for elementary school children to encourage
creation of soundscapes, in addition to more traditional
music training. Inspired by Schafer, Westerkamp and
the recent development of environmental sound
synthesizers [13], we therefore propose Olegoru, an
interactive toy that allows children to improvisationally
compose various contextual sound and short sound
effects using speech, non-verbal voice and gesture. In
doing so, we strive to increase the richness and
immersiveness of children’s imaginative play.

Interaction Concepts

Olegoru contains a fingerless magic glove, and a set of
intelligent bricks called “soul stones”. Children ages 812 can use Olegoru while constructing their LEGO
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stories. They can issue speech and non-verbal
commands to the magic glove to create various sound
backdrops. In addition, sound effects can be assigned
to a specific region or object. We first introduce the
then illustrate how they are implemented.

Figure 2: A soul stone could be
placed at a region of a story-world. It
allows children to assign sound
effects to a specific region (around
30cm.)

Figure 3: A child could attach a soul
stone to a LEGO mini-figure and
assign a laser shooting sound to it.
After that, once the child shakes the
mini-figure, the real laser gun sound
effects would be played.

Form Factors of the Design
The design metaphor for our system is a magic glove.
The storyteller (in this case the child) wears the magic
glove, which has a microphone embedded in it. The
glove metaphor is inspired by movies and fantasy
stories, such as Frozen, where gloves are used to either
hide or augment the magic capabilities of a protagonist.
Therefore, for children familiar with such stories, gloves
often incorporate a sense of magic and thereby become
an object for casting spells; such spells might be
accompanied by 'magic words', utterances that are
designed to evoke a magical world, complete with a
magical soundscape. The advantage of this magic glove
design is that children’s hands are usually occupied
when playing Lego. The glove design allows children to
focus their hands on manipulating objects while still
being able to compose the soundscape.
Global Soundscape Creation
Using Olegoru, children are able to create the sound
backdrop for their stories. This feature allows children
to set the general tone of the stories. For example, in a
pirate story, the sound backdrop could be the sound of
sea waves or the sound of a storm. In Olegoru,
Children can compose a global soundscape through
casting the spell “Oleg”, and then provide a command,
such as “give me some wind”, or “this is a sea”. The
keyword “Oleg” activates the speech recognition
system, thus allowing the subsequent sentence to be
recognized and matched to a specific sound effect.
Regional Soundscape Tagging
Aside from global soundscape creation, Olegoru also
supports regional soundscape creation––contextual
sounds that are limited to certain small areas of the
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play space. For example, in a pirate story, a child might
want to create the sound for a treasure island, and
separate it out from the sound of the surrounding sea.
To enable sound assignment for distinct regions, we
designed a kind of intelligent LEGO brick, which we
called a soul stone that is embedded with RF-based
(e.g, Bluetooth) proximity sensors. A child can first tap
a particular soul stone, and issue a speech command to
assign a sound effect to a soul stone corresponding to a
small region. This regional sound effect will appear
when their hand, wearing the magic glove, moves close
to the soul stone, and will disappear when the glove
moves away.
Imperative and Declarative Commands
Sometimes it is un-natural for children to issue
imperative commands such as “I want to hear the
sound of wind” while they construct their stories.
Children usually just assign a meaning to a LEGO set,
“this is a forest”, they might say. To incorporate this
observation into the design, thus enabling more
intuitive sound composition, we allow children to use
both imperative and declarative commands for playing
with different sound effects. The commands “This is a
forest” and “I want to hear the sound of wind”, for
example, might result in similar sound effects.
Non-verbal Sound Tagging
Olegoru also enables children to tag a sound effect to a
specific object using non-verbal voice commands, and
allow the activation of the tagged sound by shaking the
object. Often, when children are immersed in
storytelling, they make various sounds that serve as an
imitation of the characters in their imagined scenario.
For example, a child might say “Shu” to imitate the
sound of laser guns, or “Wuf” to imitate the sound of a
dog barking. While we don’t want to discourage
children from making these sounds themselves, as this
is also a means for children to express their creativity;
in fact we want to augment this non-verbal aspect to
allow for more complex and immersive sound
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four comp
ponents, namely: magic glove & sou
ul stones,
the voice m
module, a main co
ontroller, and the sound
generator (See Figure 4).

Figure
e 4 & 5: (Top) Syste
em Architecture. (Le
eft) The first
magic glove prototype.

compo
osition. We thereffore introduce an interaction
called non-verbal sound
d tagging. A child could first tap
on a LEGO
L
module thatt is a soul stone, cast
c
the spell
“Guru
uguru”, and then assign
a
a sound efffect using nonverbal voice utterances
s such as “Shu” fo
or a laser gun or
“Wuf”” for a barking dog
g. The real sound effects would
be atttached to this mod
dule, and the child
d could activate
the so
ound by shaking the object.

Preliminary Protottype

To better demonstrate the design concep
pt, we
implemented a prelimin
nary prototype tha
at consists of

Magic Glov
ve & Soul Stones
Magic glov
ve and soul stones
s are the input intterfaces of
the system
m. We embedded several sensors a
and
within the magic glove: a lavaliere
actuators w
microphon
ne, an inertial mea
asurement unit (IMU), an
LED strip a
and a Bluetooth L
Low Energy sensorr. We used
RadioShacck’s 33-3013 Omn
nidirectional Micro
ophone to
capture th
he audio input. Als
so, an MPU-6050 IMU
module wa
as adopted for gesture detection. A shaking
gesture is detected when th
he value from any
y axis
constantly
y exceeds a pre-de
efined threshold o
over a
period of ttime. We also sew
wed an LED strip o
onto the
magic glov
ve to provide visu
ual feedback about the state
of the mag
gic glove. The LED
D lights up for a short period
of time wh
hen either of the k
keywords “Oleg” o
or
“Guruguru
u” are detected. This provides an in
ndication of
whether th
he magic glove is listening to the commands.
Finally, to allow sound tagg
ging, we instrumen
nted the
glove with
h a Bluetooth Low Energy sensor to
o track the
proximity of soul stones ass
signed with sound
d effects.
The soul sstones are currenttly implemented u
using
Bluetooth Stick N’ Find tags
s. These soul ston
nes can be
either atta
ached to an objectt or a region. The proximity
of a soul sstone is inferred v
via the Received S
Signal
Strength IIndication (RSSI) given by Bluetootth. Since
RSSI doess not provide centtimeter-level accuracy, we
wrap the B
BLE sensor with m
multiple layers of ttin foil [1]
to limit the
e range of detectiion from 10 meterrs to within
30-50 cm.. We then simply set a RSSI thresh
hold to
determine
e if a soul stone is close or not.
Voice Mod
dule
The voice module is primarily designed to process audio
informatio
on. A keyword spo
otter implemented
d with the
CMU Sphin
nx [16] is continuously listening to children’s
utterancess. If the keyword “Oleg” is detected
d, the
verbal reco
ognizer will be activated while the non-verbal
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recognizer will be triggered if “Guruguru” is uttered. We
built a non-verbal recognizer using HTK [17]. Several
Hidden Markov Models were trained for recognizing our
pre-defined non-verbal sounds. For the speech
recognizer, we implemented both a local and a global
recognizer. The local recognizer is also based on the
CMU Sphinx and has a small dictionary that contains
mostly words related to sound effects. In addition, a
grammar-based language model is used. The global
recognizer is based on Google Web Speech API. Using
both local and global recognizers allows us to boost the
detection accuracy, as the local recognizer performs
well for spotting pre-defined sound-related keywords,
while the global recognizer is better at inferring out-ofgrammar sentences.
Main Controller
The main controller handles the input and output
information in order to understand the player’s intent
and then to instruct the system to take corresponding
actions. For speech, we built a natural language
processing module with wit.ai [18] to structurize free
texts. Specifically, this module resolves a verbal
dictation to a pre-defined intent, such as the playing of
a sound effect, as well as extracting the sound-related
keywords from the dictation. For non-verbal sounds,
the keywords of intended sounds are already identified
in the recognition process. The main controller then
takes such keywords and communicates with a sound
effect search engine to retrieve related sound files from
a sound effects library. For our initial prototype, a small
set of sound effects were extracted from the BBC
Sound Effects Library [19] and annotated with textual
information related to the context of the sound. The
main controller also accounts for gestural events and
the proximity of soul stones to allow object sound
tagging and sound activation.
Sound Generator
We built a sound generator for the playback of sound
effects. Although the preliminary prototype only
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supports the playback of one sound effect at a time as
the decision logic of the main controller is relatively
simple, the sound generator, implemented using
MAX/MSP can technically layer multiple sound effects
together to provide an immersive auditory experience.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we highlight the opportunities for
developing soundscape composition tools to enhance
children’s imaginative storytelling while playing with
physical objects. An interactive toy, Olegoru is
introduced to allow children to improvisationally
compose various contextual sound effects and eventbased acoustics using speech, non-verbal voice and
gesture.
In the form of magic glove and soul stones, Olegoru
supports four interaction concepts––global and regional
soundscape creation, imperative and declarative
command recognition, and non-verbal sound tagging.
However, our first prototype has some limitations. The
local speech recognizer uses phoneme models that
were trained using adult’s voices, thus it might not
currently perform well for children. In addition, the
non-verbal recognizer only supports five different sound
effects, and the models were also trained on adult’s
voices. We are interested in using a children’s speech
corpus to enhance our speech recognition system and
to collect more non-verbal utterances for training the
non-verbal recognizer. The proximity detection for soul
stones needs to be improved as well, as we currently
use close-source Stick N’ Find tags that have a slow
sensor update rate, which results in slower detection
and reduced accuracy. We therefore would like to
explore other open-source BLE tags that allow the
adjustment of the low-level BLE settings to increase the
detection accuracy. Finally, we would like to gain
knowledge about how children interact with this toy in a
user study. We are interested in how our four
interaction concepts might increase the complexity of
the soundscapes children could create, thus potentially
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making children’s story-worlds more immersive and
engaging. In addition, we are curious about how
children’s knowledge and awareness of their sound
environments might be improved through using
Olegoru.
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